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nThrive Adds Analytics Punch to its Revenue Cycle Offerings
The enhanced analytic model and platform provides deeper insight and quicker success.
Las Vegas, NV, June 27, 2016 – nThrive, an independent patient-to-payment℠ solutions company,
today announced a major analytics boost to its Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) offerings. The
nThrive analytics enhancement comes as a result of the technologies, methodologies, and expertise of
the previously acquired company, Equation.
Originally founded as a health care consulting firm, Equation’s distinctive scientific, data-driven
consulting approach to health care ultimately evolved into the development of its cloud-based health
care business intelligence analytics platform, DataRiverTM. nThrive’s DataRiver analytics platform will
now act as the analytic model from which its end-to-end business solutions will grow and develop.
“DataRiver’s unique approach to healthcare analytics will be seamlessly infused across all nThrive’s
products and services,” explained Tom Ormondroyd, president of education and analytics, nThrive.
“The decades of consulting knowledge, proprietary algorithms, and methodologies will act as a catalyst
to further fortify our already strong product base.”
DataRiver is unlike typical analytics solutions in that it takes a holistic approach to data by acting as a
virtual data warehouse. A health care organization’s disparate billing, general ledger, payroll system,
and EHR data is fed directly into DataRiver where it is integrated, cleaned, and mapped to create one
analytical data model. nThrive’s algorithms are applied and data visualizations are made available
through three analytic views: Discovery Dashboards, WebExcel, and WebSQL. These views help to
drive improvements in productivity, quality of care, cost as well as market growth for health systems,
hospitals, and physician practices alike.
By focusing on analytic-driven applications and processes, the nThrive offerings will deliver the
competitive advantage necessary for health care providers to thrive in the face of value-based care.
Health care systems, hospitals, and physician groups will have the analytic tools to make better
informed strategic decisions that encompass the entire health care continuum.
“The integration of deeper analytics, as a part of nThrive’s offerings, will enable health care
organizations to generate actionable insights from historically untapped data sources,” said Trevor
Kobe, president of analytics, nThrive. “We are excited about using analytics to improve the financial
and operational success of health care organizations.”
About nThrive
nThrive is built on a legacy of excellence. In the past you knew us as MedAssets, Precyse and
Equation. While each formerly a leader in its own right, we’ve combined our talents and capabilities into
a single enterprise. From patient-to-payment, we’ll provide all the technology, advisory expertise,
services, analytics and education programs you’ll need to thrive in the communities you serve. For
more information, please visit www.nthrive.com.
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